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SUPPORTING YOUR DEVICE, DESIGN EFFORTS,  
INJECTION MOLDING NEEDS AND COMMUNITY, ALL IN 

ONE CONVENIENT DESKTOP COMPONENT



A device stand and plastic part design component consisting of (3) separate parts:

1. Design Guide Base

2. Finish Flipper

3. Mold Feature Flipper

4. Folds flat

Product Overview
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Design Guide Base
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1. Always maintain nominal wall section 
 
2. (3) Thick bosses

4. Snap Hooks

5. Ribs

8. Mouse hole formed in draw

11. Common date clock



1. Always maintain nominal wall section

3. (3) Ways to overcome sink marks

7. Correctly designed boss with ultrasonic insert overflow well

Design Guide Base
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Design Guide Base
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1. We like to incorporate an overflow well into the insert hole design

2. Inserts are installed flush to .02” [.5mm] below this surface
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9. Female interlock

10. Honesty ribs

Design Guide Base
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Purposeful Parting Line 
(P/L) Mismatch
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Sometimes incorporated for either form, fit, and function, or simply for cosmetics.
 
 
1. It’s a good idea to split P/L and add a tiny shelf like this to openings to hide or prevent 
any P/L mismatch in an opening.



1. (4) Common surface finishes will be shown on this side

2. Texture Panel Reference

 a. MT-11000 Texture
 b. MT-11010 Texture
 c. MT-11020 Texture
 d. MT-11030 Texture

3. The concept of “waffle” coring

4. (4) Less common finishes/textures are on this side

5. Texture Panel Reference 

 a. #6 Diamond Buff
 b. #15 Diamond Buff
 c. #11 Glass Bead
 d. 240 AL Oxide Blast

Finish Flipper
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Mold Feature Flipper
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1. Ejector .005” proud 
 
2. Ejector .005” recessed

3. How we typically engrave various letter heights
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This is the single most important consideration when designing plastic injection molded 
parts

1. These features exist solely to maintain the nominal .14” wall section of this part

Inconsistent wall sections: 

 - Affects plastic flow
 - Forces specialized processing at the molding machine
 - Can increase cycle times
 - Can induce stress and increase warpage
 - Increases the possibility of dimensional inconsistencies

Consistent Nominal Wall
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Wall Section
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1. When possible, it is best to maintain a parallel nominal wall on these vertical walls

2. Sometimes, due to form, fit, and/or function, you may not be able to

3. In this case, maintain nominal wall at the base of the intersection

4. Remove plastic by drafting accordingly
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Depending upon the depth of this wall section, it may be helpful to provide ejection 
features. 

Most injection mold ejector components are cylindrical. You can provide ejection 
assistance features to the deep wall section or rib in a variety of ways depending upon 
your design needs.

Ejection Assistance
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Ejection Assistance
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1. Combination adjoining rib and post

2. Centralized ejector pad

3. Inboard offset ejector pad

 - Because you don’t want any protrusions on the outside of the part

4. Outboard offset ejector pad

 - Because you don’t want the protrusion to interfere with something on the inside

5. These are less commonly used rectangular shaped ejection components called 
ejector blades

 - They can provide more surface area push and have less of a protrusion. But they  
 are more expensive to purchase and install
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No matter their shape or purpose, these features protruding from the nominal wall are 
all basically ribbing. 

If they are too thick, they can produce sink marks on the opposing side of the part. 
 
If sink marks are not an aesthetic concern on your part, then it is best to note that on 
your product drawings or specifications.

Ribs and Gussetts
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Bosses
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Bosses are cylindrical ribs and should also follow the same rules as ribbing.

 - The wall section of these (3) bosses violate that rule. They will produce sink 
marks on the opposing side of the surface.

However, there are ways to overcome this by: 

1. Designing an opposing feature that looks like it belongs there

2. Designing an aesthetically  pleasing sink mark

3. Ways to overcome sink marks
 
 3a. “Tree well”
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1. When thicker bosses are necessary, localized “tree well” coring will help to maintain 
the 65% rib-to-nominal wall ratio.

2. The coring should be gradual

3. Eliminates thick masses at the wall juncture

4. There is potential for “read through” on the outer surface

5. Ribs and gussets can be added for strength

“Tree Welling”
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Snap Hooks
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1. Good Design 

2. Better Design 

3. Better+ Design
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Snap hooks are a common injection molded plastic feature used either in lieu of 
fasteners or in addition to typical fasteners.

Designed as shown, they become a seemingly un-moldable undercut.

Snap Hooks
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Using an Internal Lifter 
Action
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They are certainly moldable in a variety of configurations.

Each has it’s own merit and your latch geometry may need to be tweaked specific to 
each configuration.

1. At the very least, we’ll ask you to reduce this thick wall section here by coring it out.

2. Then, if there is room to accommodate an internal lifter action, we will inform you that 
the lifter will leave visible witness lines on your part approximately where shown.
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They can be molded without using a side action.

1. A through hole as shown

2. We like to have a minimum of 3° for shutoffs as shown

3. This draft can be whatever your design requires

Pass Through Shutoff: 
Good Design
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Pass Through Shutoff: 
Better Design
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1. In addition to the minimum of 3° for shutoffs as shown…

2. We prefer there be a flat land shutoff of .03”[.8mm] about the (3) working edges of the 
snap

 - These flat shutoffs will get full clamping pressure of the molding machine and  
 are much less likely to flash at the working edges of the snap

3. But what if your design requires this draft angle to be less than 3°?



1. Add a pad of plastic in here that is formed from the opposing side of the mold.

Pass Through Shutoff: 
Better+ Design
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Pass Through Shutoff: 
Better+ Design
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This feature’s sole function is a pad for an ejector pin.

Not required, but helpful depending upon the depth of your snap hook.



1. Mating part cross section
 
2. DO NOT make this surface ...

3. … parallel to this surface

4. Instead, make it a gradually thickening transition

5. Otherwise you may see a distinct  “read through” blemish about the perimeter of your 
part due to the radical thinning of the wall section

6. Add these “honesty” ribs as needed so the mating part can’t flex inward in your 
assembly

Interlocking Features
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Pass Core Holes
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If your design requires holes passing through vertical walls, you can design them to be 
formed without an action.

The hole is formed using pass cores from opposing sides of the parting line as shown 
on these (2) features (each of them is slightly different but does the same thing).



All features formed without side actions:

1. Hard stop for pivot bar 

2. Opposing snap hooks

3. Side to side fit adjustment ribs

4. This rib was added solely to be able to inject the plastic via a sub gate.

Pivot Cradle
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148 Christian Street
Oxford, CT 06478

(203) 888-0585

PTA Plastics | Connecticut
7350 Dry Creek Parkway
Longmont, CO 80503

(303) 652-2500

PTA Plastics | Colorado

www.ptaplastics.com/4support




